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Safe Haven Program
In a small North Carolina town, a mysterious and beautiful woman running from her past slowly falls for a
kind-hearted store owner . . . until dark secrets begin to threaten her new life. When a mysterious young
woman named Katie appears in the small North Carolina town of Southport, her sudden arrival raises
questions about her past. Beautiful yet self-effacing, Katie seems determined to avoid forming personal ties
until a series of events draws her into two reluctant relationships: one with Alex, a widowed store owner with
a kind heart and two young children; and another with her plainspoken single neighbor, Jo. Despite her
reservations, Katie slowly begins to let down her guard, putting down roots in the close-knit community and
becoming increasingly attached to Alex and his family. But even as Katie begins to fall in love, she struggles
with the dark secret that still haunts and terrifies her . . . a past that set her on a fearful, shattering journey
across the country, to the sheltered oasis of Southport. With Jo's empathetic and stubborn support, Katie
eventually realizes that she must choose between a life of transient safety and one of riskier rewards . . . and
that in the darkest hour, love is the only true safe haven.

Safe Haven
Restoration House
Temporary Safe Haven Act of 1987
Award-winning journalist Ruth Gruber’s powerful account of a top-secret mission to rescue one thousand
European refugees in the midst of World War II In 1943, nearly one thousand European Jewish refugees
from eighteen different countries were chosen by President Franklin Delano Roosevelt’s administration to
receive asylum in the United States. All they had to do was get there. Ruth Gruber, with the support of
Secretary of the Interior Harold Ickes, volunteered to escort them on their secret route across the Atlantic
from a port in Italy to a “safe haven” camp in Oswego, New York. The dangerous endeavor carried the
threat of Nazi capture with each passing day. While on the ship, Gruber recorded the refugees’ emotional
stories and recounts them here in vivid detail, along with the aftermath of their arrival in the US, which
involved a fight for their right to stay after the war ended. The result is a poignant and engrossing true story of
suffering under Nazi persecution and incredible courage in the face of overwhelming circumstances.

Safe Haven
Welcome to Safe Haven, where love—and a second chance—is just around the corner… Sunny, carefree
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days splashing in the ocean—it’s the life Anna George has always wanted for her five-year-old twins. And
now that they’ve made it to Safe Haven, South Carolina, she won’t let anyone stand in her way. Not the
abusive ex she’s just escaped and not the rugged contractor who caught her setting up house in the
shuttered beachfront cabins he’s refurbishing. When he offers Anna and her daughters a place to stay in
exchange for her help with renovations, she’s tempted. His gentle way with her girls makes her want to trust
him, but she’s been wrong before… A family is the last thing contractor and former military man Sean
O’Dwyer wants right now. But when he discovers Anna and her girls, he recognizes kindred spirits.
They’re survivors who’ve seen the worst of people, just like he has, and he’ll do anything he can to help
them. As he and Anna spend their days bringing the cottages back to life and their nights sharing kisses in the
warm bayou breezes, Sean must choose between the life he always wanted and the family he can’t live
without.

London's Street Trees
In this groundbreaking work, urban anthropologist Rae Bridgman, in careful and intimate detail, explores the
perspectives of the women who work and live at Savard's, a unique shelter for homeless women. Bridgman
uses the design and development of Savard's - a housing model developed by women for women - as an
opportunity to document the project's original vision and what happened once it opened. There are few
rules at Savard's. Women may come and go as they wish, and referrals to other services are made only when a
woman has indicated interest in taking action on her own behalf. It is a model that aims to provide a safe
haven for the chronically homeless. The study traces the evolution of this type of shelter, providing
qualitative research and useful analysis for academics, policy-makers, service providers, and activists. Based
on many hours of participant observation as well as interviews and staff records, Safe Haven presents a
distinct picture of the chronically homeless and those on the frontlines of this lifesaving service.

A Safe Haven
The main purpose of this book is to take a closer look at how students and teachers in educational
institutions apply the innovative, the playful and the emotional and creative dimensions of learning. With this
contribution, the authors aim at reaching an international audience of educators at several levels, including
primary and secondary schools, higher and adult education, university colleges, graduate, undergraduate and
PhD schools. Driven by the common interest of the authors to reflect on emotions in education, the chapters
in this book encompass multiple perspectives: the socio-cultural perspective that looks at interactions among
individuals; the creation and recreation of the self and others; and the study of collaboration, change
processes and aesthetic and creative learning. This anthology offers original empirical documentation and
theoretical reflections on how pedagogical and educational changes might challenge or facilitate learning for
students and educators. Besides its relevance within the education sector, the content presented here can be
applied in non-formal learning environments, such as museums, cultural institutions, as well as other
educational settings where emotions are largely stimulated and cultivated.

No Safe Haven
"Baby safe haven" laws, which allow a parent to relinquish a newborn baby legally and anonymously at a
specified institutional location--such as a hospital or fire station--were established in every state between 1999
and 2009. Promoted during a time of heated public debate over policies on abortion, sex education, teen
pregnancy, adoption, welfare, immigrant reproduction, and child abuse, safe haven laws were passed by the
majority of states with little contest. These laws were thought to offer a solution to the consequences of
unwanted pregnancies: mothers would no longer be burdened with children they could not care for, and
newborn babies would no longer be abandoned in dumpsters. Yet while these laws are well meaning, they
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inadequately address the social injustices that compel abandonment for the very small number of girls and
women who abandon their newborns. Advocates of safe haven laws target teenagers, women of color and
poor women in particular with safe haven information under the assumption that they cannot offer good
homes for their children. Laury Oaks argues that the labeling of certain kinds of women as potential "bad"
mothers who should consider anonymously giving up their newborns for adoption into a "loving" home
should best be understood as an issue of reproductive justice. Safe haven discourses promote narrow images
of who deserves to be a mother and reflect restrictive views on how we should treat women experiencing an
unplanned pregnancy.

Seats of London
Jenna and Andi Tikaani-Gray are hoping for a fresh start. Though twelve year-old Andi has long struggled
with a rare medical disorder, she and her mother have finally received good news from out-of-town
specialists. It's news they desperately needed, especially after the recent death of Jenna's husband (Andi's
dad) in a car accident. But as they are flying home to Alaska, ready to begin again, the unthinkable happens.
The pilot sabotages their small plane and crashes into Sultana, one of the most remote and dangerous
mountains in the Land of the Midnight Sun. Even worse, a winter storm is headed their way along with
someone who doesn't want to save them, but to kill them. Only one man can keep them alive: Cole Maddox,
the mysterious last-minute passenger who joined them on their flight. But trust doesn't come easy to Jenna or
Andi and they both sense Cole is hiding something. A relentless tale of survival and suspense unfolds,
involving military technology designed by Jenna's late husband that some would do anything to possess.
Endorsements and Reviews: "I'd only made it to page 8 when I realized I was holding my breath. Shivers are
still traveling up my arms from a story that is both dramatic and heart-warming." Tricia Goyer, awardwinning author "A novel of high adventure, exhilarating suspense, powerful divine proteection and enough
love to bring tears all around." Christian Retailing (Top Pick review) "Kimberley and Kayla Woodhouse
know how to weave powerful, faith-building, can't-put-down stories - in life and now, brilliantly, in fiction."
Susan May Warren, best-selling author of Nightingale "A thrilling adventure of the heart and mind . . . No
Safe Haven is a brilliant start to what will be an unmissable series from this mother and daughter team." Relz
Reviewz "Romance, suspense, intrigue--Kimberley and Kayla Woodhouse have crafted a book that has it all.
You won't be able to put this one down!" Jenny B. Jones, award-winning author of Save the Date and A
Charmed Life series "A nail-biting delight of a romantic suspense novel. I loved the Alaskan setting and
characters. The Woodhouse writing duo is dynamite!" Colleen Coble, author of The Lightkeeper's Ball and
the Rock Harbor series "Non-stop action from an unforgettable mother/daughter team." Brandilyn and
Amberly Collins, co-authors of the award-winning Rayne Tour Series "An incredible adventure thriller that
kept me turning pages well into the wee hours. I look forward to more from this incredible mother-daughter
team." Tracie Peterson, best-selling author of the Striking a Match series "Based on personal knowledge and
experience, the authors create realistic characters. Alternating perspectives, love, loss and mystery hold the
reader’s attention. The authors remind us that faith is simple: All one must do is believe." RT Book Reviews
(4 stars) "The story is captivating and the action is fast-paced." TitleTrakk.com

Safe Haven
Safe Haven Investing seeks to answer the question: what is the safest thing to invest your money in? Which
investments can withstand a crash? Mark ultimately argues that an equity tail hedge is the one safe haven that
is as good as—and even better than—gold. Mark will work through other areas that are typically considered
safe, like farmland and real estate, before showing the reader how to align his/her portfolio to withstand a
potential crash. Topics covered include: What is a safe haven investment and how do they fit in a portfolio?
Silver and gold Real Estate, Art, & Farmland Dividends & Hedge Funds Derivatives & Tail Hedging What
you, as an investor, should ultimately do
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Safe Haven
No place is safe. No one can be trusted. When Gabby stumbles upon a lonely cabin in the woods she jumps
at the chance to settle down. She knows she won't have long but it feels like home. And the people treat her
like she belongs. After being on the run for so many years she doesn't know who to trust, or where to turn.
She doesn't even know why she is being chased. Can the people who call this little area home help her find
her family and safety before the men chasing her find her? Will she finally learn why she is on the run? Will
she even be able to handle the truth if she does find it? Join Gabby as she searches for safety, a family, and the
family she had to leave behind so many years ago.

Safe Haven?: A History of Refugees in America
A day of death. A night of terror. The Outbreak begins. What if you withstood the zombie apocalypse only
to discover worst monsters had survived? Thousands of years of civilization came to an end in an
inconceivably short time. The worst wasn't that the virus killed its victims, it's how revived their dead bodies
to spread itself around the globe. Among the remaining survivors are Harold, a social outcast living in a cabin
out in the woods and JT, just a regular guy with anger issues, who somehow became the leader of a ragtag
group of survivors from the cities. When JT follows the spray painted signs to Safe Haven and ends up on
Harold's doorstep, will they be safe? What shocking discoveries will lead Harold and JT on a collision course
as the zombie horde threatens to consume them all?

The Nazis Next Door
Falling in love is never easy, but falling in love with an immortal god while your days on earth are numbered
is almost more than a young girl can bear. Newbery Honor author Gail Carson Levine has created a stunning
new world of flawed gods, unbreakable vows, and ancient omens in this spellbinding story of Kezi, a girl
confronted with a terrible destiny. Attempting to thwart her fate, Kezi and her love, Olus -- the god of wind
and loneliness -- embark on a series of dangerous and seemingly impossible quests.

Sweethearts
From the multi-award-winning author Christopher Artinian, comes the the third part of the postapocalyptic zombie series people are calling, "Gripping", "fast paced and full of action", "very realistic",
"captivating", "inventive", and "emotional".Safe Haven - Reap of the RighteousCivilisation has crumbled in a
matter of months. Now, fast-moving zombies and merciless raiders wreak havoc over the post-apocalyptic
wasteland. Nowhere is safe. Death and terror lurk in shadow and daylight. The weak will fall, and only the
strongest will survive.Mike Fletcher and his family have battled through this dystopian wilderness to try and
find sanctuary in the northwest region of Scotland. They thought they had succeeded. But now, a new horror
has found them. When the odds are insurmountablewhen the fear is uncontrollablewhen the pain of loss is
unbearable, there are just two choices: fall to your knees or stand taller than you ever have before. This war
will decide the future. This war will decide everything.

Low Country Hero
The Holy Gospel of Jesus Christ, According to Saint Matthew is the first in a series of ten volumes completely
covering the New Testament with a fresh translation of extreme accuracy, providing the interested reader
with a "You are there" observation of the birth, life, death, and resurrection of the mortal Son of the Living
God. Eyewitness accounts, carefully recorded by students, some of whom were female, are for the first time
ever made available to the interested reader. Details of the King Herod/Judas Iscariot three-year plot to
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destroy Jesus may now be fully read without knowledge of antiquities or ancient languages; as the authoreditor has provided a true and complete translation, utilizing idioms and decoded phrases. Only the earliest
documents are considered authentic in this truly deciphered and decoded text. For reader convenience, verse
numbers correspond to those of the Authorized King James Version.

Haven
Safe Haven
Fans of Robyn Carr's Virgin River series will love this small-town, feel-good romance! Hayley Elliott will do
anything to keep her mom safe. Her sister has found a cure for Alzheimer’s and their mom is living proof
that the supplement works. Hiding from the people looking for the supplement’s formula is impossible.
When the threat to their lives becomes deadly, she has no option but to trust a man who’s living with a
secret more dangerous than her own. Tank has spent his life protecting people. He works for one of the most
successful security companies in the world, makes more money than most people see in a lifetime, and has a
past that no one can ever know about. With more at stake than their own lives, Tank and Hayley have to
decide what is more important—protecting the past or risking everything for love. SAFE HAVEN is the first
book in The Protectors series and can easily be read as a standalone. All of my series are linked so you can
find out what happens to your favorite characters in other books. Happy reading! Praise for The Protectors
Series: “I am addicted to Leeanna Morgan's books! The only problem with them is that I hate coming to the
end of one, and can't wait for the next good read. I love how she weaves the characters together, and draws
you right into their lives. If you haven't discovered her, please do give her books a try. You won't be
disappointed, except for not having found her sooner!” “I thoroughly enjoyed this book! I couldn't put it
down. I purchased it today and finished it just now. Captivating story from beginning to end. Definitely a five
star book.” Other Contemporary Novels by Leeanna Morgan: Montana Brides: Book 1: Forever Dreams
(Gracie and Trent) Book 2: Forever in Love (Amy and Nathan) Book 3: Forever After (Nicky and Sam)
Book 4: Forever Wishes (Erin and Jake) Book 5: Forever Santa (A Montana Brides Christmas Novella) Book
6: Forever Cowboy (Emily and Alex) Book 7: Forever Together (Kate and Dan) Book 8: Forever and a Day
(Sarah and Jordan) The Bridesmaids Club: Book 1: All of Me (Tess and Logan) Book 2: Loving You (Annie
and Dylan) Book 3: Head Over Heels (Sally and Todd) Book 4: Sweet on You (Molly and Jacob) Emerald
Lake Billionaires: Book 1: Sealed with a Kiss (Rachel and John) Book 2: Playing for Keeps (Sophie and Ryan)
Book 3: Crazy Love (Holly and Daniel) Book 4: One And Only (Elizabeth and Blake) The Protectors: Book
1: Safe Haven (Hayley and Tank) Book 2: Just Breathe (Kelly and Tanner) Book 3: Always (Mallory and
Grant) Book 4: The Promise (Ashley and Matthew) Book 5: Coming Home (Mia and Stan) Book 6: The
Gift (Hannah and Brett) Book 7: The Wish (Claire and Jason) Sapphire Bay: Book 1: Falling For You
(Natalie and Gabe) Book 2: Once In A Lifetime (Sam and Caleb) Book 3: A Christmas Wish (Megan and
William) Book 4: Before Today (Brooke and Levi) Book 5: The Sweetest Thing (Cassie and Noah) Book 6:
Sweet Surrender (Willow and Zac) Santa's Secret Helpers: Book 1: Christmas On Main Street (Emma and
Jack) Book 2: Mistletoe Madness (Kylie and Ben) Book 3: Silver Bells (Bailey and Steven) Book 4: The Santa
Express (Shelley and John) Book5: Endless Love (The Jones Family) Keywords: Heartwarming, small town
romance, holiday, friendship, family life, series, Montana, relationships, love, wedding, bride, bridesmaid,
family saga, mystery, bodyguard, danger, romantic suspense, second chances, ranch, inspirational, clean &
wholesome, christmas, vacation.

Safe Haven Marriage
Safe Haven in America: Battles to Open the Golden Door attempts to present the human face of the
immigration, covering cases that are as fascinating as they are controversial.
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Safe Haven
A Newsweek Best Book of the Year: “Captivating . . . rooted in first-rate research” (The New York Times
Book Review). In this New York Times bestseller, once-secret government records and interviews tell the full
story of the thousands of Nazis—from concentration camp guards to high-level officers in the Third
Reich—who came to the United States after World War II and quietly settled into new lives. Many gained
entry on their own as self-styled war “refugees.” But some had help from the US government. The CIA,
the FBI, and the military all put Hitler’s minions to work as spies, intelligence assets, and leading scientists
and engineers, whitewashing their histories. Only years after their arrival did private sleuths and government
prosecutors begin trying to identify the hidden Nazis. Now, relying on a trove of newly disclosed documents
and scores of interviews, Pulitzer Prize–winning investigative reporter Eric Lichtblau reveals this littleknown and “disturbing” chapter of postwar history (Salon).

Safe Haven - Reap of the Righteous
Low Country Dreams
"Heavily pregnant Dena Russell returns to her hometown after a whirlwind romance with Brian Riley, an old
acquaintance. When Brian's behaviour grows irrational and a battered body is found, Dena wonders if the
father of her unborn child is a killer. Fearing for her and her baby's life, Dena seeks refuge with another old
friend, but how safe is she?" -- Provided by publisher.

Safe Haven
Safe Haven
As children, Jennifer Harris and Cameron Quick were both social outcasts. They were also one another's
only friend. So when Cameron disappears without warning, Jennifer thinks she's lost the only person who
will ever understand her. Now in high school, Jennifer has been transformed. Known as Jenna, she's popular,
happy, and dating, everything "Jennifer" couldn't be -- but she still can't shake the memory of her long-lost
friend. When Cameron suddenly reappears, they are both confronted with memories of their shared past and
the drastically different paths their lives have taken. From National Book Award finalist Sara Zarr,
Sweethearts is a story about the power of memory, the bond of friendship, and the quiet resilience of our
childhood hearts.

Low Country Christmas
Come home to Safe Haven, where the best Christmas surprises aren’t the ones under the tree. Holly
Gibson has one wish this Christmas season: to find her young niece’s father. And she’s traveled hundreds
of miles to the small town of Safe Haven to make that wish come true. But the mysterious Cash O’Dwyer is
nothing like she expected. Strong and kind, he makes her heart beat faster. And suddenly that little secret
she’s keeping about her sister stirs up all kinds of guilt… Cash is stunned—and more than a little wary—to
discover he’s a father. Having a family of his own was never part of his plan…until sweet baby Penny and
her fiercely independent aunt Holly arrive in town. Now he’s trimming trees and stuffing stockings for
three. But when the ghosts of Cash’s past threaten the future of his fragile new family, he’ll do whatever it
takes to be the father Penny needs—and the man Holly deserves—for more than just the holidays.
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Asylum-Seeker and Refugee Protection in Sub-Saharan Africa
Innovative Pedagogy
Chronicles President Truman's controversial decision to recognize the state of Israel, including the issues
affecting his decision and how it set the stage for subsequent Middle East policy.

Ever
Eddie is a wounded war veteran, an old man who has lived, in his mind, an uninspired life. His job is fixing
rides at a seaside amusement park. On his 83rd birthday, a tragic accident kills him, as he tries to save a little
girl from a falling cart. He awakes in the afterlife, where he learns that heaven is not a destination. It's a place
where your life is explained to you by five people, some of whom you knew, others who may have been
strangers. One by one, from childhood to soldier to old age, Eddie's five people revisit their connections to
him on earth, illuminating the mysteries of his "meaningless" life, and revealing the haunting secret behind the
eternal question: "Why was I here?"

Library as Safe Haven
Forced to endure grueling labor in a cotton mill far from her remaining family, Susanna Thayer and her best
friend, Jane, become involved with the Mormon Church and are thus dismissed from employment. Using
their meager savings for travel to New York, they join a company of Saints bound for California. Yet
Susanna's efforts to build a new life are marked by continued misfortune--and continued encounters with the
man who abandoned her in the past. Now a wealthy widower, he offers Susanna safe haven for the future, but
can she forgive him?

Safe Haven
It is not often acknowledged that the great majority of African refugee movement happens within Africa
rather than from Africa to the West. This book examines the specific characteristics and challenges of the
refugee situation in Sub-Saharan Africa, offering a new and critical vision on the situation of asylum-seekers
and refugees in the African continent. Cristiano d’Orsi considers the international, regional and domestic
legal and institutional frameworks linked to refugee protection in Sub-Saharan Africa, and explores the
contributions African refugee protection has brought to the cause on a global scale. Key issues covered in the
book include the theory and the practice of non-refoulement, an analysis of the phenomenon of mass-influx,
the concept of burden-sharing, and the role of freedom fighters. The book goes on to examine the expulsions
of refugees and the historical role played by UNHCR in Sub-Saharan Africa. As a work which follows the
persecution and legal challenges of those in search of a safe haven, this book will be of great interest and use
to researchers and students of immigration and asylum law, international law, human rights, and African
studies.

Snow Stopped Play
Return to Safe Haven, where a new beginning with your first love is only a heartbeat away… Yasmin Tanner
has devoted her life to making other people’s dreams come true. But between running Safe Haven’s
women’s center and caring for her brother, the long days—and lonely nights—are catching up with
her…until Officer Liam O’Dwyer knocks on her door. She had good reasons for breaking Liam’s heart
all those years ago, but that hasn’t made sharing their small town any easier. She’s missed him—that’s
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painfully clear to her now. But that’s not the only secret she’s keeping from him… Ever since Yasmin left,
Liam has kept his head down and his chin up. But when a woman from Yasmin’s women’s center goes
missing, leaving her teenage son alone, it hits home for Liam. He’ll do whatever it takes to reunite this
family…even work closely with the one woman he can’t forget. Yet as late summer days turn into cozy
autumn nights rekindling the past, Liam suspects Yasmin is hiding something. And where her loyalties fall
could mean the difference between lost love and a second chance at forever.

No Safe Haven
Creating a safe haven for each other in a marriage can enable a couple to weather any storm. However, that
accomplishment is certainly easier said than done. Two psychologists present a detailed blueprint for
establishing a marital safe haven so that couples can count on each other and avoid criticizing, blaming and
shutting out their partners during tough times.

Giving Up Baby
The notion of America as land of refuge is vital to American civic consciousness yet over the past seventy
years the country has had a complicated and sometimes erratic relationship with its refugee populations.
Attitudes and actions toward refugees from the government, voluntary organizations, and the general public
have ranged from acceptance to rejection; from well-wrought program efforts to botched policy decisions.
Drawing on a wide range of contemporary and historical material, and based on the author s three-decade
experience in refugee research and policy, "Safe Haven?" provides an integrated portrait of this crucial
component of American immigration and of American engagement with the world. Covering seven decades
of immigration history, Haines shows how refugees and their American hosts continue to struggle with
national and ethnic identities and the effect this struggle has had on American institutions and attitudes.

Safe Haven
When journalist Suzanne Randolph hears about FDR’s plan to bring a boatload of displaced WWII
refugees to America, she knows it may be her last chance to redeem her flagging career. Suzanne follows the
story to Oswego, New York, where she meets Theo Bridgewater, a Quaker dairy farmer from Wisconsin who
has come to reunite with his uncle and aunt and cousin. Theo’s fight to spare his relatives the return to
Germany becomes Suzanne’s fight as she does everything that the “power of the pen” can muster to help
win public sympathy for the cause.

Safe Haven
The planet has succumbed to a monstrous virus. Those who die from the infection return as savage predators
hell-bent on spreading the virus to the rest of the human population. The UK and Ireland are the last holdouts, but when the infrastructure supporting their self-imposed quarantine collapses, it's everyone for
themselves. Mike Fletcher and his sister Emma live in Leeds. With the city's streets overrun by the dead, their
only option is to flee. They take their younger siblings and set off to find their last remaining relative in the far
north-west of Scotland. As they travel north they encounter other survivors - but who can they trust? Their
terrifying journey will require them to confront horrors both human and inhuman, in the outside world and
within themselves. Will they ever find a safe haven?

Safe Haven in America
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Gabby
In a small North Carolina town, a mysterious and beautiful woman running from her past slowly falls for a
kind-hearted store owner . . . until dark secrets begin to threaten her new life. When a mysterious young
woman named Katie appears in the small North Carolina town of Southport, her sudden arrival raises
questions about her past. Beautiful yet self-effacing, Katie seems determined to avoid forming personal ties
until a series of events draws her into two reluctant relationships: one with Alex, a widowed store owner with
a kind heart and two young children; and another with her plainspoken single neighbor, Jo. Despite her
reservations, Katie slowly begins to let down her guard, putting down roots in the close-knit community and
becoming increasingly attached to Alex and his family. But even as Katie begins to fall in love, she struggles
with the dark secret that still haunts and terrifies her . . . a past that set her on a fearful, shattering journey
across the country, to the sheltered oasis of Southport. With Jo's empathetic and stubborn support, Katie
eventually realizes that she must choose between a life of transient safety and one of riskier rewards . . . and
that in the darkest hour, love is the only true safe haven.

Safe Haven
Katie, a newcomer to the small town of Southport, North Carolina, resists forming any personal ties until she
is drawn into relationships with Alex, a young widower, and Jo, her plainspoken single neighbor, who help
her overcome her fearful past.

Temporary Safe Haven for Salvadorans
Rediscover the heart of your home and your story. Home is meant to be a place to belong. A place to gather
and connect. A place of beauty. A place to restore your soul. Creating a restored home—the kind that you
and your loved ones want to return to again and again—is as much about making everyone who enters feel
cared for and comfortable as it is about creating a beautiful space. In Restoration House, home decor and
lifestyle guide Kennesha Buycks of Restoration House blog shows you how to embrace your home and your
story as you create mindful spaces that give life to you, your loved ones, and all who enter. With gorgeous
photography and pages of practical tips for curating and decorating your home (even on a small budget) and
welcoming others, Restoration House will help you make purposeful design decisions as you create renewing
spaces for you to enjoy with family and friends. Whether you live in your dream house or you’re still
dreaming about it, you can feel at home in the home you have.

Safe Haven
Libraries have always played a special role in times of disaster by continuing to provide crucial information
and services.

The Five People You Meet in Heaven
"No Safe Haven" provides a comprehensive look at the pervasive nature of violence against women. It
reviews current psychological research on the prevalence, causes, and effects of forms of violence against
adult women and describes existing and recommended interventions, legal changes, and policy initiatives to
address the problem. [The book] focuses on 3 common types of abuse against adult women: physical assault
by male partners, sexual harassment in work and educational settings, and rape and other forms of sexual
violence. The final section of the book highlights the common themes that emerge from these 3 types of
violence and presents recommendations for effective intervention, treatment, and public policy initiatives.
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